The Wholeness of Experience	£5
Interfused in a more or less close unity. It is a world to
whiqji terms of space and terms of quantity — 'greater7
and ' smaller *, * whole 9 and * part ' — do not literally apply.
fqt, as M. Bergson says, "just in proportion as we dig
below the surface and get down to the real self, do its
states of consciousness cease to stand in juxtaposition and
begin to permeate and melt into one another, and each to
be tinged with the colouring of all the others. Thus each
of us has his own way of loving and hating; and this love
or this hatred reflects his whole personality. Language,
however, denotes these states by the same words in every
case: so that it has been able to fix only the objective and
impersonal aspect of love, hate, and the thousand emotions
which stir the soul/"1 Social intercourse would be barren
and dreary, if we did not interpret this skeleton language
in the light of that richly concrete thing, our personal
experience. It is because experience is richly organized,
because its elements interpenetrate, that the imaginative
use of language is possible. Language, indeed, is im-
potent to describe, but, mediating between one per-
sonality and another, it is powerful to suggest.
The world of experience, then, is not a quantitative
world ; the 'content of consciousness * (to use a convenient
figure, which is quite offensively spatial) never quite falls
apart, and we cannot make it fail apart, as we can chemi-
cally analyse a body. If we pretend that we can, we are'
merely — in Coleridge's phrase — 'contriving a theory of
spirit fey niclmamlng matter*.
It cm 'doubtless be said that terms of space and of
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